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Always in tune with your style
a comprehensive range of rainwater systems to accommodate

all types of buildings and budgets

Choose from modern, traditional
and heritage rainwater systems,

available in Aluminium, GRP,
Copper, Zinc and Stainless Steel.

For more information please call
0113 279 5854
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CPMG Architects has provided transformative designs for 
Eden Park High School, a brand-new £16m teaching facility 
in Bromley, South London, which will offer state-of-the-art 
learning areas and a large selection of outdoor zones. 
The 12,300 square metre build, which is part of the 
‘Education for the 21st Century Multi-Academy Trust’, 
transforms previously disused public parkland on Balmoral 
Avenue, Bromley, between Elmers End and Beckenham. 
Working with main contractor Bowmer + Kirkland, the team 
has delivered the facilities needed to accommodate for the 
1,200 secondary and 480 sixth form pupils welcomed in the 
school’s first full intake this academic year. 
The designs create a real campus-like feel to the high school. 
As well as the main school building, facilities include a 
standalone sports hall with changing and teaching facilities 
for both school and community use, a dance studio, multi-
use games area and extensive green space designed with 
learning in mind.   www.cpmg-architects.com

CPMG Delivers State-
Of-The-Art High School 
Facility In South London

Chocolate Factory Development 
Wins Major Planning Award
The transformation of an old 
chocolate factory in Somerset into 
a mixed-use development has won 
top prize at the Royal Town Planning 
Institute (RTPI) South West Regional 
Awards for Planning Excellence 
2019.

Steeped in history and loved by 
locals, the old Somerdale Cadbury’s 
factory in the historic market town 
of Keynsham has been transformed 
into a liveable, mixed-use 
neighbourhood and employment 
hub with a thriving, diverse 
community. 

Planning consultancy Barton 
Willmore managed the project, 
successfully overcoming a range 
of complications including the 

discovery of the Roman town 
of Trajectus which was found 
underneath part of the site. 

The RTPI South West Awards for 
Planning Excellence 2019 are 
sponsored by Stride 
Treglown and WYG. 
The presentation of the 
overall prize to Barton 
Willmore will take place 
in January 2020 at 
the Somerdale site in 
Keynsham, Somerset. 
Barton Willmore will 
join other overall winners from 
regions around the country at the 
RTPI’s national Awards for Planning 
Excellence ceremony, to be held in 
London on 30 April 2020. 
www.bartonwillmore.co.uk
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ISG Adds £46.5 Million 
Sheffield Win To Growing 
Tally With Fusion Students

ISG has been appointed to its second high-value 
student accommodation scheme for Fusion 
Students this year, successfully converting a £46.5 
million project in Sheffield to add to a £39 million 
development in Swansea the contractor secured 
earlier this year. These wins bring the total volume of 
work ISG has either won or delivered this year, for the 
premium student accommodation provider, to over 
£150 million. 

Over the summer period, ISG successfully delivered 
the £40 million Zenith student residences in Cardiff 
and concluded the final phase of a £26 million 
mixed-use hotel and student residences scheme in 
Hatfield.  In Sheffield, ISG has completed an extensive 
ground engineering and site remediation programme 
ahead of the construction of the four-block, 864-unit 
student accommodation scheme in the heart of the 
city centre. 

Occupying an under-used site on Fitzwilliam Street, 
construction has commenced on the concrete base 
build structure, which sees a graduated profile for 
the four student blocks, ranging in height from 

17-storeys to six-storeys at its lowest elevation. 
Providing a range of different accommodation 
configurations, including self-contained studios and 
linked studios – that share an entrance and kitchen 
facilities, the Sheffield scheme incorporates a host of 
high-end communal amenities across the ground and 
mezzanine levels, including a cinema, gym, break out 
areas, bar and private banqueting facilities. Externally, 
an attractive and landscaped courtyard area, includes 
a basketball court, with the building handed over in 
summer 2021. 

The multi-level ‘cluster and studio campus’ scheme 
in Swansea for 780 students includes a 17-storey, 
60 m tower, that will become the city’s second 
tallest building on completion. The striking tower, 
with distinctive cladding, will provide a home from 
home for 230 students, with a further 550 students 
accommodated within the surrounding six to eight 
storey brick-clad structures. The scheme also 
incorporates 20,000 sq ft of retail space, alongside a 
comprehensive range of study, social and community 
amenities for residents and will also complete ahead 
of the new academic year in 2021.  www.isgplc.com
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LocHal Public Library 
Wins World Building 
Of The Year At World 
Architecture Festival 2019

In addition to areas for lectures and public events, the 
building also has a number of ‘labs’ where visitors can learn 
new skills.  The judges were impressed by the way “this 
project transformed a significant building which had been 
planned for demolition” and how “the result has created 
a physical facility in which a variety of users can meet for 
multiple purposes. In this sense, the building has become a 
social condenser”. 

The winner was selected by a super jury of luminaries 
of the global architecture industry – comprising Ben van 
Berkel, Founder and Principal Architect at UNStudio and 
Founder of UNSense; Aaron Betsky, President of Frank 
Lloyd Wright School of Architecture; Anuradha Mathur, 
Associate at University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia; Murat 
Tabanlioglu, Founding Partner at Tabanlioglu Architects and 
Maria Warner Wong, Design Director at WOW Architects & 
Warner Wong Design. The World Building of the Year and a 
host of other top awards were presented this evening at a 
glamorous gala dinner for over 800 international architects 
at the Beurs van Berlage, the former stock exchange 
building dating back to the turn of the 20th century, which 
is located in the heart of Amsterdam. 

The LocHal Public Library is now the twelfth project to 
claim the illustrious title of World Building of the Year, since 
its inception at the inaugural World Architecture Festival in 
Barcelona in 2008.  For details on how to enter the WAF 
Awards please visit www.worldarchitecturefestival.com 

LocHal Public Library in Tilburg, The Netherlands, has 
been declared the World Building of the Year 2019 at the 
twelfth annual World Architecture Festival (WAF), held in 
Amsterdam. The scheme was designed by Civic architects 
(lead architect), Braaksma & Roos Architectenbureau 
and Inside Outside / Petra Blaisse.  LocHal was a former 
locomotive hangar dating from 1932, transformed into 
a public meeting place and new library typology. The 
library capitalises the existing structure, thereby greatly 
minimising the amount of new structural elements, while 
also providing ample opportunity for interaction and the 
creation of new knowledge. The building houses amenities 
shared by the library, arts organisations and co-working 
facilities. 

Public/Property
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The deal to finish the Midland Metropolitan has been 
signed, promising the local community that the 
much needed hospital will be completed in 2022. 
International construction and property consultancy 
Gleeds has been advising as NEC4 project manager 
and supervisor on the development. Midland Met 
brings together acute healthcare services for the 
population of Sandwell and Western Birmingham 
onto a single site in Smethwick, providing state of 
the art clinical facilities and equipment, serving over 
600,000 people. 

Mike Penny, director at Gleeds, said: “Through 
the provision of state-of-the-art buildings, the 
Midland Metropolitan Hospital provides a supportive 
infrastructure to efficiently meet the demand 
for current healthcare services across the Black 
County and Birmingham region. Our long-standing 
relationship with the NHS, robust track record in the 
delivery of large healthcare schemes and in-depth 

understanding of the needs of the sector mean we 
have been able to support the Sandwell and West 
Birmingham Trust to achieve its goal of providing 
fully integrated care of the highest quality.” 

Midland Met replaces acute and emergency services 
at Sandwell and City Hospitals. Those sites will 
continue providing outpatient clinics, day-case 
surgery and routine diagnostics. Community beds 
are already in place to support the new model of 
care.  The specialist Eye Centre (BMEC) and the 
Birmingham Treatment Centre (BTC) remain at 
City.  A 24/7 Urgent Care Centre will be housed on 
the Sandwell Hospital site with intermediate care 
facilities at both hospital sites. Facilities at Sandwell 
are being refurbished to provide similar quality 
accommodation to that of the BTC and Midland 
Met.  www.gleeds.com

Midland Met Hospital 
Construction Deal 
Reaches Signature

Image courtesy of Edward Williams Architects

Loughborough Architect 
Contributes £125M To The 
Built Environment As it 
Celebrates 10Th Anniversary

Watson Batty Architects in Loughborough has 
reached its 10th anniversary having successfully 
delivered development projects worth in excess 
of £125m across the UK. Whilst Watson Batty 
was established in Leeds over 40 years ago, the 
strategic move to set up a Midlands presence has 
significantly boosted its success over the last ten 
years providing a more nationalised service to 
clients.  Office founders Richard Crowson and Rima 
Yousif have together built a strong reputation for 
the practice, initially through a specific expertise 
in sport and leisure and in more recent years 
developing a multi sector capability within the 
Midlands region.

Notable highlights include a £19m leisure centre in 
Surrey, Newark’s new £11m leisure centre, a new 
£5m community leisure facility in the Leicestershire, 
£8m of development at Loughborough and De 

Montfort universities and £20m of public sector 
projects on the national Scape Framework. Richard 
Crowson, Regional Director, said, “We actively 
recognise the contribution that we can make within 
our communities and are currently working with 
Loughborough University and a local primary school 
to help deliver a new teaching and community 
space and have also helped to initiate the first ever 
architecture ambassador design programme in 
Leicestershire schools via the RIBA national schools 
programme.” 

“Commercially we have carved a niche within the 
practice for sport and leisure in the advent of 
significant local authority investment to support 
wellbeing and combat obesity, but have also grown 
our expertise to deliver education, emergency 
services, residential, care and transport projects. 
www.watsonbatty.com

The new £11m Newark Leisure Centre

Public/Property
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Building a Sustainable 
Future with 2020 Vision
Public sector building and refurbishment projects have the potential to lead the way in their 
sustainability and quality, as the teams behind many UK schemes have demonstrated in recent 
years. But in order to ensure that a project delivers on its ambitions, it is vitally important to 
look beyond the product specification and consider the valuable contribution that the right 
supply chain partners can make. The design, manufacture, installation and maintenance of the 
building envelope is one area where this matters more than most. 

The vast range of advanced products and systems available today, which are capable of 
achieving super thermally efficient curtain walling, windows and doors, already gives architects 
excellent scope to create public, commercial and residential buildings that use only a fraction 
of the energy once considered necessary. But that is only part of what makes a building 
sustainable as CMS Window Systems, one of the UK’s fastest growing and most acclaimed 
aluminium and PVCu fenestration manufacturers and installers is demonstrating. 

Following a hugely successful 2019 when it saw turnover exceed £39m and staff numbers 
rise to over 320, 2020 is set to be a pivotal year for the business as clients increasingly seek 
assurances on the contribution their supply chain makes to sustainable development.
Recently named the winner of two prestigious industry awards, CMS has redefined what main 
contractors, clients and specifiers can expect of a building envelope specialist. In winning the 
G19 Award for ‘Sustainability Initiative of the Year’ at a recent ceremony in central London, 
CMS fought off stiff competition to be singled out for its excellence in one of the fenestration 
sector’s most sought-after awards. 

Only a week earlier, CMS was honoured for its long term contribution to improving Scotland’s 
sustainability in business by picking up q unique Scottish environmental award, the Best of 
VIBES, in a programme supported by the Scottish Government. Sustainability in all its forms 
– environmental, social and economic – has been at the heart of CMS’s business strategy 
since its inception in 2006, and today its long term achievements and plans mean it is ideally 
placed for a low carbon building future. This includes being aligned with the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), which are part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, 
designed to provide “a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet, 
now and into the future”. 

The 17 SDGs include ‘Quality Education’, ‘Decent Work & Economic Growth’ and ‘Responsible 
Production & Consumption’, which CMS has translated into numerous initiatives across the 
business, including the creation of the CMS Academy. This provides apprenticeships for 
numerous young people, helping to tackle high NEET rates in the local community, with twelve 
apprentices currently in the programme. 

CMS works across the UK with many of the best known main contractors, including BAM 
Construction, Balfour Beatty and GRAHAM, as well as numerous local authorities, housing 
associations, private developers and housebuilders. Its capabilities span all types of building 
requirements, with high performance aluminium curtain walling, windows and doors 
manufactured using Kawneer and Metal Technology systems, complemented by its range 
of market-leading PVCu windows and doors. One of the key reasons why the company has 
developed a loyal and growing client base is its ability to offer significant sustainability benefits 
to the project as a whole. (cont...)

Public/Profile
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(cont...) Providing ‘closed-loop’ windows and doors - All three CMS sites feature in-house 
recycling centres which are integral to the way the business operates. These enabled the 
company to pioneer the concept of ‘closed-loop’ windows and doors by being able to recover 
and recycle post-use products removed during refurbishment contracts, before installing new 
products which can then be easily recycled at the end of their service life.

Zero waste-to-landfill - For the last two years, CMS has successfully diverted 100% of post-use 
windows and doors, as well as its production, packaging and general waste, away from landfill. 
Of the 2,806 tonnes of waste it handled in 2018-19, 97% was separated into waste streams 
for recycling and the remaining 3% was sent for waste-to-energy specialists.  Large volumes 
of recyclable materials, including PVCu profile, metal and glass, are sent back to the respective 
manufacturers for re-use in new products. For example, through its partnership with Saint-
Gobain Glass, its new sealed units contain around 40% post-use glass – a market leading level. 
This success in avoiding landfill, in addition to a strategy focused on avoiding waste in the first 
place, is important for clients to ensure the issue of waste is tackled right along the supply 
chain. Otherwise, the overall carbon footprint of a finished project is less likely to stand up to 
deeper scrutiny.

Product performance and quality - By carefully selecting advanced PVCu and aluminium profile 
systems for its products, in combination with high performance glazing, CMS is equipped 
deliver finished windows that insulate better – in some cases – than the walls they are fitted 
into. This is important in helping architects on new build schemes raise the bar in terms of 
energy performance, but also to transform older buildings to make them suitable for today’s 
world. That’s why CMS has a strong commitment to quality, supported by ongoing staff 
training and development, to ensure windows are manufactured and assembled to a high 
standard and installed correctly by its own fitting teams. This enables airtightness goals to be 
met and ensure energy efficiency is not undermined by draughts resulting from, for example, 
poorly adjusted opening sashes or from around the frame.

Operating its business sustainably - CMS has also broken new ground in the way it 
manufactures its products across its three manufacturing centres, which have the capacity to 
produce around 4,000 PVCu and aluminium units per week and are optimised for production 
efficiency. Fossil fuel usage is a continuous target for reduction, which is why CMS installed 
biomass boilers as the primary heating source for its main factory and HQ back in 2014. This 
switch has enabled significant carbon savings to be achieved, with CMS’s own modelling 
showing a saving of 95% versus electricity and 94% over diesel fuel since its installation. 
And CMS also optimises the fuel efficiency of its vehicle fleet, recently adding electric vans to 
its fleet and ensuring its diesel powered fleet is optimised through GPS vehicle tracking and 
continuous driver training programmes. 

Biodiversity – more than just being good neighbours - CMS is not only managing its impact on 
its local environment but enhancing it too with its new Biodiversity Programme as the catalyst. 
This involves the ecological management of areas within CMS sites to promote flora and fauna 
and preserve natural habitats. The company’s 15-acre Castlecary site sits amongst ancient 
woodland and freshwater habitats, which have the potential to be enhanced with a positive 
approach. 

The Biodiversity Programme is designed to encourage growth of all relevant biomes and 
introduce wildlife diversity areas. This started with the installation of bird boxes, bee ‘B&B’s’ 
and bat boxes – many manufactured in-house using waste materials, plus planting of native 
species to increase pollinators. It is supported by Environmental Awareness Training for the 

whole CMS workforce to 
encourage staff to consider 
how their actions impact 
on the local environment, 
with a view to fostering a 
better culture.

Continuing to drive change 
- With its Innovation Hub 
on-site at Castlecary, CMS 
has a facility in which it 
can demonstrate how 
today’s advanced building 
products and systems can 
be applied in refurbishment 
projects to deliver homes 
and buildings fit for a low 
carbon economy. 

This facility, which is open 
to any client or supply 
chain partner to visit and 
use, is a working example 
of what is possible with 
the right mindset. It is 
constructed with a highly 
insulated building fabric, 
supplemented by green 

technologies including an intelligent heat recovery air source and heat pump technology for 
internal climate control. 

The Innovation Hub continues to evolve and inspire in line with CMS’s sustainability strategy, 
which it expects will help clients in 2020 – and well beyond – as decisions about their building 
specification and supply chain partners are increasingly driven by the climate change agenda.  
Find out more at www.cmswindows.com
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’Innovation 
from Aluprof’

The ‘MB-SR50N EI efekt’ system has been used 
on various schemes across the UK where fire 
needs to be contained with the added benefit 
that the system can be seamlessly linked in 
with non-fire rated areas of curtain wall, again 
giving specifiers the freedom of design whilst 
meeting strict safety issues.

One of the most recent innovations is the 
development of new transom to mullion fixing 
arrangements on the company’s popular ‘MB-
SR50N' curtain wall system. Aluminium joints 
between mullions and transoms are often 
the limiting factor when using large glazed 
units in curtain wall. With the dead load being  
transferred from the transom to the mullion 
there is also a large turning moment as the 
glazed units sit to the front of the structural 
transom. The new development from Aluprof 
caters for a safe transom to mullion carrying 
capacity of 550 Kg at each of the transom, 
potentially allowing for a glazed unit of over 1 
tonne in weight being accommodated into the 
MB-SR50N curtain wall system.

This carrying capacity far exceeds many of 
the curtain wall systems currently available on 
the market. The key to Aluprof’s innovation is 
the adoption of a group-wide iterative process 
that requires feedback on real project designs, 
requirements and installations, which is then 
brought back into the design department. Over 
time, product is enhanced and improved, and, 
along the way, every so often an innovation 
or step change will naturally follow. It will be 
interesting to see what the new decade brings 
for Aluprof’s systems. Since setting up the 
Aluprof Project Office at the Business Design 
Centre in London the systems company has 
rapidly grown their specification influence in the 
UK with their high performance and innovative 
architectural aluminium systems. 
www.aluprof.co.uk

Innovation comes from the ability to continually 
review products and services whilst possessing 
the agility to quickly introduce new systems 
into the market. Crucial for all companies who 
wish to be successful, Aluprof now takes this 
to the next level by continually pushing the 
boundary of what is currently being achieved 
in the fenestration market and raising the bar 
through innovative design. By way of example, 
Aluprof was the first company to introduce the 
insulator ‘Aerogel' into their aluminium profiles 
to increase thermal efficiency with very little 
weight gain. 

Aerogel is a synthetic, porous and ultralight 
material which is derived from a gel, where the 
liquid component of the gel has been replaced 
with a gas. The resultant material is still a solid, 
but with an extremely low density and low 
thermal conductivity. The ‘MB-86 AERO’ system 
by Aluprof was the world's first aluminium 
window and door system to use aerogel 
offering a Uf value from 0.57 W/(m 2 K) and 
UW up to 0.8 W/(m 2 K). At just 86 mm wide 
the system is capable of carrying quadruple 
glazing to easily achieve passivhaus standards. 
Pioneering fire rated aluminium systems for 
both internal and external use, Aluprof have 
for some time incorporated both ceramic and 
gypsum cores within their profiles with various 
mechanical fixtures to offer screens which 
give EI120 fire protection for the most robust 
installations imaginable. 

System design focusses on narrow sightlines 
and where required can always be matched 
in sightline with standard systems for non-
protected areas of the building giving specifiers 
free reign on design. Pushing the boundaries of 
what is possible, Aluprof have recently worked 
with high specification glass processors of fire 
rated glasses to test and achieve glass-to-
glass joints within fire screens. This Aluprof 
innovation allows specifiers to achieve longer 
runs of glazing which are not interrupted by 
mullions.  Staying with innovation in fire rated 
system, but this time in external curtain wall 
systems, Aluprof are the first company to 
design and test a ‘cap-less’ stick curtain wall 
system which achieves a fire rating of EI60. 

Public/Profile
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comar5P.i ADVANCED

Comar’s Design Team brief was to specifically meet architectural demands; low 
U-values, matching slim sight lines for both the casement and tilt/turn windows, 
large glazing pocket for acoustic glass, Secured by Design and large sizes. For our 
fabrication and contractor partners, performance with built in fast-track fabrication 
and installation.   

The technology from the Comar 9P.i system has been incorporated into the Comar 5P.i 
window range. This ensures the Comar 5P.i Advanced Casement and Tilt/Turn window 
system integrates seamlessly into Comar 9P.i framing and creates the option for standalone 
high performance windows, up to 2.5m high with U-values as low at 0.77.  BIM Models 
available at Comar Partners: www.comar-alu.co.uk/login/.

Latest Thermal Break Technology Produces the  
Next Generation of Windows.

For more information about 
comar5P.i ADVANCED please contact us:

Tel:  0208 8685 9685
Email:  projects@parksidegroup.co.uk
Web:  www.comar-alu.co.uk 

Notes from the Comar 
design team...

The latest thermal 
break technology 
including foam.

Fast-track semi unitised 
construction for floor to 

ceiling glazing.

Windows hang direct from 
the Comar 9P.i Frame as 
well as rebated doors.

With thermal foam and 
triple glazing, U-values are 
reduced to 0.77, creating a 

future proof solution. 

BIM ready.

Large 62mm glazing 
pocket for acoustic 
or triple glazed glass.

Slim sight lines for 
both the casement 

and tilt/turn.

 ARCHITECTURAL  ALUMINIUM  SYSTEMS

A WORLD OF SIGNS TO  
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY

Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming 

buildings from functional structures into unforgettable 

landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic 

masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.

For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in 

aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of 

innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our  

great British design and engineering brilliance – and an  

intrinsic desire to look at signage differently. 

It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage 

strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and 

technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes  

and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the  

world for everyone to see.

Everyone has a story.

Signbox helps brands find the best way to tell it.

ARCHITECTURAL S IGN SOLUTIONS

01784 438688 SALES@SIGNBOX.CO.UK WWW.SIGNBOX.CO.UK
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Simple Orientation Mark Enhances 
Classic Ancon Serrated Washer Design

Ancon has made a simple improvement to one of its smallest, but 
most utilised, stainless steel building components to benefit installers 
of its masonry support systems. An orientation guide, in the form of 
two horizontal square ridges, has been incorporated into the design 
of the classic serrated washer that Ancon supplies with its masonry 
support brackets. 
The square ridges, added to the back of the washer, correspond to 
the line of the serrations on the opposite side that faces away from 
the user during installation. The new design makes it quicker and easier for installers to orientate the serrated washer 
correctly. Users do not need to view the serrated face before installing the washer and can quickly identify how best to 
correct any rotation that may occur as the fixing bolt is tightened.  www.ancon.co.uk

Window of Opportunity for Natural Ventilation

A ‘window of opportunity’ has opened for natural ventilation with 
the launch of a new chain drive from GEZE. The Slimchain 230 V is 
the newest addition to GEZE’s Slimchain family of window opening 
drives that are cost-effective and easy to install.  Its slim and discreet 
look – just 25mm in height and 44mm depth - means that it can be 
integrated perfectly into a façade design and installed on a window leaf 
or frame. The Slimchain 230 V is extremely adaptable. It can be fitted 
to wooden, plastic or metal windows and is suitable for inward and 
outward opening, bottom, top and side-hung windows. The Slimchain 
230 V can also be used in a building management system with the 
appropiate connections.  Its slender proportions belie its strength, with 
a holding force of 2000 N, it can open windows with a leaf weight of 
up to 200 kg. The Slimchain 230 V also offers drive stroke with variable 
adjustment and can be configured in a left/right variant. The Slimchain 
230 V is available in anodised aluminium (EV1) or white (RAL 9016).  
www.geze.co.uk

Public/Announcements

Helifix exhibited at London Build on the 27 th &amp; 28 th November 
2019, displaying a vast range of products and repair techniques, 
illustrating the variety of faults that Helifix products can repair. The in-
house technical sales team and external Technical Business Managers 
were on hand to discuss specific projects and explain why Helifix repairs 
are often a more sustainable option. Helifix products and their concealed, 
non-disruptive, installation techniques play an important role in preserving 
our built environment, from housing and offices to bridges and listed 
buildings. The sales and technical teams have considerable experience 
and technical expertise to discuss your project-specific requirements and 
answer any questions you may have. To speak to a member of the team 
call Helifix on 020 8735 5200 or email sales@helifix.co.uk

Helifix showcase vast range of repair techniques at 
London Build 2019

The A. Proctor Group received two awards at the prestigious 
CMAs (Construction Marketing Awards) in London last month. The 
A. Proctor Group won two categories: “Best Use of Advertising” 
and “Best Big Budget Campaign”. Their winning entry, a fashion-
inspired campaign, featured five fantastic costumes that were 
made completely out of their high-performing construction 
membranes. The Marketing Team at the A. Proctor Group worked 
with students from the University of Edinburgh to design and 
construct these outfits. 
The completed costumes were then professionally modelled and 
photographed at the company’s Dunkeld Road factory site in 
Blairgowrie. The purpose of the costumes was to create fictional 
“characters” that would help explain the function and performance 
characteristics of the membranes, and to show where in the 

building the membrane would be installed during construction.  CMA judges on the night of the award commented that A. 
Proctor Group’s campaign was “innovative and exceptionally well executed.”  www.proctorgroup.com

A. Proctor Group win at Construction Marketing Awards

New from Leafield Environmental is the EnviroGo, a range of stylish recycling bins that make waste 
segregation at source an even easier proposition. The distance between the place where recyclate is 
generated and that from where it is collected can be substantial. Mixed recyclate may be manageable but 
glass or paper weigh heavy and is not easy to transport. The EnviroGo addresses this problem by having a 
front, moulded-in handle and two non-marking wheels that provide excellent mobility and manoeuvrability, 
removing the need for carrying heavy sacks to a point of disposal. 
Slim enough to stand back against the wall in corridors and open offices, yet with a 90-litre capacity with a 
bag (or 63-litres with a plastic liner), the durable, rotationally moulded EnviroGo stands some 970mm high, 
ideal for ergonomic efficiency. A tilting sack frame enables quick and safe bin maintenance. Each EnviroGo 
comes with an A3 signage kit for promotional use or to highlight the waste stream. WRAP colour coded 
apertures and labelling ensure that no-one is left in any doubt as to what waste stream is being collected 
in each bin. www.leafieldrecycle.com

EnviroGo Mobile Recycling Bin is on the Move

Comar profiles have thicker walls providing extra strength and durability for the British market, ensuring 
that Comar performs. Designed specifically for the British Market and offering a truly British engineered 
solution. Comar ECO LT is a newly launched aluminium window and 
door system designed for the trade and installer market, where a 
competitive price yet the highest installed performance is required. 
Sightlines have been minimised whilst not sacrificing product 
performance. Large sizes come as standard from the same range of 
profiles. With low U-values, energy ratings of A++ and Document Q 
compliance with Secured by Design status this is a feature rich system 
which guarantees a quality installation. 
Comar ECO LT is a lightweight version of the ECO range, but the 
aluminium profiles wall thickness has not been sacrificed, ensuring 
guaranteed long-term performance. Due to Comar’s robust British 
design the size and weight limitations surpass the competition on a 
size by size basis.  www. comar-alu.co.uk

Comar Launch the ECO LT Window & Door Systems
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CONDAIR CONFIGURE - NEW HUMIDIFIER SELECTION TOOL

Condair is launching a web-based humidifier 
selection tool, which enables AHU customers to 
design a humidification system from within the AHU 
company’s own in-house AHU design software. 
The software module, called Condair Configure, 
allows manufacturers to design and quote AHUs 
with a humidification element more quickly and 
easily, without needing to liaise directly with a 
Condair sales engineer.  As the system is web-
based, any humidifier project design can be 
updated and revised whenever necessary, no 
matter what time of the day or night.  
The API-based system is connected to Condair’s 
own global in-house product selection software, 

called HELP, so it is constantly updated over the internet with all the latest product 
details. 
The features available within Condair Configure include humidity load calculations 
to correctly size a humidifier, product selection including accessories, pricing, 
detailed product data, drawings, wiring diagrams and performance sheets. Condair 
Configure can even provide advanced calculations, such as pressure drops inherent 
with any given system design, calculation of steam absorption distances, the pre-
heating requirements for cold water humidifier projects and any chosen system’s 
power consumption.  The communication between the AHU company’s IT system 
and Condair Configure is one-way only, so no project information is fed back to 
Condair until the AHU company chooses to do so, at an appropriate stage of the 
project. www.condair.co.uk

A New Link to Fire 
Safety
GEZE UK is launching a new product which links control units 
for smoke and heat extraction providing a cost-effective and 
easy-to-install solution that boosts fire safety. The THZ Link 
offers customers more choice and works by connecting control 
units for vents or zones around a building, providing a modular 
solution that can be extended to link growing numbers of 
control units which can be added when required.
 
Fully tested to VdS 2581 and VdS 2593, the THZ Link also 
complies with EN 12101 Part 9  and Part 10  and provides 
complete flexibility for use in both new developments and older 
buildings. One of the main advantages of THZ Link, is that it 
doesn’t interfere with the building’s fire strategy - the solution 
makes it possible to have windows that can be used for both 
fire management and still be opened for natural ventilation. 
Another key benefit of the THZ Link, is that cabling can be 
kept to a minimum. As each control panel is linked rather than 

wired direct to a central control panel, the system helps reduce 
costs, minimising the amount of cabling required and reducing 
installation time. It can be used as a stand-alone control unit 
with GEZE smoke detectors local to each fire and smoke zone 
or interfaced within a fire alarm panel. 

The THZ Link has been thoroughly test to comply with British 
Standards 9999 and 9991 which provide guidance on the 
design, management and ongoing use of fire safety measures 
in residential buildings.  It is fitted with a ‘lock-out’ feature, 
meaning that once a fire alarm is triggered, no subsequent 
activations can be applied, allowing efforts to be concentrated 
on where the fire started. The system can operate louvred 
window systems, has a battery back-up that lasts up to 72 
hours and can be applied within rooms and on stairwells.    
www.geze.co.uk

As an independently tested, proven-in-practice and 
versatile construction material, Membrane WP from 
the Firefly™ range is ideally suited for use within facade 
build-ups and other wall constructions, where it will offer 
weather as well as fire protection while allowing moisture 
vapour to be vented from the structure. Developed in 
Australia and used worldwide, Firefly™ Membrane WP 
is manufactured in the UK by Lancashire based TBA 
Protective Technologies, while it has been certified as 
Class A2 Non-Combustible under the challenging EN 
13501-1 standard by industry renowned Warrington Fire 
Laboratories. 
This means the membrane will not support a flame, 
propagate smoke, toxic gases, flaming droplets or particles 
and has achieved a rating of A2, s1, d0. Firefly™ Membrane 
WP is supplied in 50 metre-long, 1.25 metre wide rolls with a nominal 0.2mm thickness, woven glass substrate which 
is aluminised on one side. It is both strong and light to handle, weighing just 14 kg per roll. Although the membrane 
must be protected from accidental damage during storage and not left exposed to the elements for long periods after 
installation, it has been tested to withstand wind loadings equivalent to the UK’s most challenging climatic conditions.  
www.tba-pt.com

FIREFLY™ MEMBRANE WP OFFERS CERTIFIED 
PROTECTION FOR WALL CONSTRUCTIONS

Public/Announcements
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Decorative specialists Armourcoat will be 
exhibiting at The Surface Design Show in 
February 2020, a must-visit event for architects, 
designers and specifiers looking for material 

inspiration 
from the 
UK and 
around the 
world, with 
this year’s 
chosen 
theme of 
‘Close to 
Home.’ 

From 
restaurants, 
theatres, 

offices, classrooms, hotel receptions and private 
residences the use of hard sound reflective 
surfaces such as glass, wood and stone can 

cause excessive sound reverberation which leads 
to unpleasant noise levels. The correct control 
of sound can create a calmer and more pleasant 
environment.

Designed to optimise the acoustics of interior 
spaces, Armourcoat Acoustic comprises of a 
special mineral wool composite panel that is 
bonded onto the substrate and finished with a 
seamless layer, presenting an elegant marble-
based plaster finish while allowing sound energy 
to pass through the surface. 

Armourcoat will be recreating the hugely 
successful ‘quiet zone’ on their stand at the 
show to highlight the benefits of their acoustic 
system, recently granted the Quiet Mark Award - 
the international mark of approval from the Noise 
Abatement Society Charitable Foundation. For 
more information and to register for tickets, visit  
www.armourcoat.com

Armourcoat Joins Surface Design Show To 
Celebrate The Best In Innovative Surface Design

Public/Announcements

PAS 
With 
Flying 
Colours

A ‘whole door 
system’ which 
combines secure 
locking with 
failsafe emergency 
evacuation 
features has been 
introduced by 
GEZE UK to meet 
the rigorous PAS 
24 standard. 

The Slimdrive SL NT PAS 24 System achieves 
outstanding security – one of the best on the 
market, whilst still meeting ever-greater demands of 
building requirements. The system enables 24-hour 
access control and has been designed and tested for 
continuous use. With GEZE’s unique, robust locking 
system that is hidden from view – the Slimdrive 
SL NT PAS 24 System makes it even harder for 
opportunist burglars to identify points of access. 

GEZE’s proven Slimdrive SL NT technology, together 
with the enhanced security testing required to 
achieve PAS 24 accreditation, adds up to the perfect 
entrance system with no compromises - security, 
accessibility, access control and great aesthetics. 
Under PAS 24 a series of tests are performed 
including manual attack, in which the test engineer 
uses a range of tools anywhere on the door over a 
15-minute period, impact testing of both ‘soft body’ 
and ‘hard body’ objects, and force testing in which 
loads are applied for up to 5 minutes. 

The door must withstand all of the tests to pass 
and achieve PAS 24 certification. These security 
enhancements are fast becoming key features for 
buildings where security with escape routes are 
a high priority: such as hospitals, airports, train 
stations and banks. 

The system uses GEZE’s proven Slimdrive SL NT 
automatic sliding operator. At just seven centimetres 
it is the slimmest on the market enabling it to be 
almost invisibly integrated into the façade. It can 
move leaf weights up to 125kg and is virtually silent 
in operation. GEZE UK worked with Jack Aluminium 

Systems, one of the UK’s leading aluminium glazing 
systems companies, to develop the new system for 
automatic sliding doors. 

The PAS (Product Assessment Specification) 24 test 
standard was introduced by the British Standard 
Institute (BSI) in collaboration with industry 
stakeholders and Secured By Design (SBD). A 2016 
revision incorporated additional doorset and window 
types including non-domestic ranges and changes to 
some test methods and criteria. 

Said Kaz Spiewakowski, managing director of GEZE 
UK: “This is a landmark system in the fight against 
crime. It incorporates enhanced security features 
without compromising on the functionality and 
aesthetic benefits for which our products have 
become known.” Jeff Pearson, sales director of Jack 
Aluminium Systems added: “It has been a honour 
to work with GEZE UK to develop this system 
which combines safety and security in line with the 
PAS 24 standard. It will no doubt prove to be of 
real practical benefit within a variety of publically 
accessed buildings bringing with it peace of mind 
to those who live and work in the places where it is 
installed.“ 

A new brochure has been produced to explain 
the system in detail. This is available by calling 
the marketing team on 01543 443015. For more 
information about GEZE UK’s comprehensive range 
of automatic and manual door closers call 01543 
443000 or visit www.geze.co.uk
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Studies such as Bronzaft and McCarthy (1975) have 
shown the effect noise has on wellbeing and learning 
- this is the reason why the products of specialist 
manufacturers like Troldtekt are specified to solve 
the problems of noise and reverberated sounds. If 
acoustic absorption is ineffective, discomfort and 
irritation will result from the reverberations. If it is 
designed well, the participant’s interest will increase, 
as many case studies for new and transformed 
buildings prove. The Danish education psychologist 
Mille Sylvest comments, “It’s very important to 
be aware of noise when designing facilities. Noise 
affects stress levels for both children and staff 
because nobody can endure spending long periods 
of time in a noisy environment. Lower energy levels, 
more sick leave and poorer learning outcomes are 
the direct results of noise.”  www.troldtekt.co.uk

Childcare Institutions 
With Sound Design
The design of spaces for children is intriguing 
because of the permanent influence it can have on 
them. A new online theme by Danish acoustic panel 
manufacturer Troldtekt explores through articles 
and expert interviews how good acoustics plays its 
part when designing these areas. Of course, other 
factors such as colour, shapes, robustness and finish 
also have an impact but so does sound. Children 
are noisy and active and the rooms they inhabit are 
typically large. Careful design considerations are 
particularly important because a child’s environment 
moulds their perspectives for the future and the 
development of the mind and body. 

Public/Announcements

An Evolution in GEZE Design

A popular GEZE product is now available in a new and improved 
design as part of an eco-friendly, heat-saving solution. The latest 
ECdrive T2 has all advantages of the previous ECdrive but with 
enhanced features and is offered as a complete package with the 
new thermally separated profile system – the GCprofile Therm. 

Slimmer than its predecessor, the ECdrive T2 has a reduced 
cover height of 100mm compared to 120mm. Its sleek design is 
aesthetically pleasing, less obtrusive, provides smoother running 
and can be installed in a wide range of buildings. It also has 
capacity for moving increased leaf weights of up to 140 kg, is 
suitable for high traffic areas for standard, or escape and rescue 
route doors, in all types of buildings. 

Like all GEZE sliding door systems, the ECdrive T2 is capable of 
networking and can be integrated via the GEZE DCU103 CAN 
bus interface and the GEZE IO 420 interface module via BACnet™ 
into networking solutions such as the GEZE Cockpit. This means 
that it can be easily integrated into wider building management 
systems – controlled from a central point or by using remote 
devices for safety and security purposes. The GCprofile Therm 

uses slim aluminium frames which reduce visible sightlines by 
approx. 30 mm – giving designers greater ability to produce a 
clean design aesthetic while providing greater efficiency. The 
profile system accommodates up to 32 mm glass thickness in 
either two-pane insulation glass with 2x ESG 6mm, UG value 1.0, 
or three-pane insulation glass with 3x ESG 4 mm, UG value 0.8.

With increased performance for leaf weight of up to 140 kg, the 
GCprofile Therm also boasts improved air tightness (compared to 
other ISO profile systems), better sound  insulation and improved 
wet weather durability aided by its fit and an optional floor guide 
with drainage. It can be combined with manual and motorised 
GEZE hook bolt locks, without losing thermal separation and the 
appearance of the system remains discreet, even with locking. 
A new brochure has been produced to explain the package. This 
is available by calling the marketing team on 01543 443015 or 
emailing info.uk@geze.com.  www.geze.co.uk
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Raising Expectations: 
Ceiling Design In The 
Experience Economy

The use of passive inhibitors offers a first level of 
protection as well as contributing to the greater 
technical performance of a space. But over and 
above this, by inhibiting the growth and spread 
of bacteria, they enhance the experience of a 
space. It's another example of how the technical 
performance behind a space can contribute to 
the experiential factors in people's minds. The 
experience economy coincides with a growing 
trend for responsible consumerism; for thinking 
beyond ourselves to our impact on the planet. 
By securing points in terms of sustainability, we 
can kindle that trend and align our spaces with 
a more positive eco-experience. Using Cradle to 
Cradle Certified™ solutions is one way that this 
can be achieved.

The symbiosis of environment and experience 
-  User-centred design and keeping wellbeing 
front of mind are essential to creating 
great experiences. Just think about retail 
environments: supermarkets undergo regular 
in-store reshuffles as they seek to improve not 
simply the environment but the experience. 
By doing so, they transform these hubs into 
desirable destinations. The same applies for work 
environments and hospitals that are rated for 
comfort as much as capability. Ultimately, every 
space is a shop window - how it appears, how 
it sounds, how it feels and how it performs, its 
impact on our planet, and its potential for future 
generations. All of this combines into how a 
space becomes an experience. And with this in 
mind, is how we need to design. 
www.armstrongceilingsolutions.co.uk

Armstrong Ceiling Solutions' 
marketing communications 
manager Isabel Blanco 
reflects on life in the era of 
the experience economy: a 
time where every activity, 
every transaction and every 
surrounding is an experience.

Public/Opinion

We live in the era of the experience economy: 
a time when even the most commoditised 
space is subject to shared experiences and 
open feedback. A time where great experiences 
become the expectation, not the exception. 
And thanks to the democratisation of the 
internet and social media, for whatever space 
you find yourself in, you'll find an online mirror 
of it. This isn't necessarily a bad thing. It 
fosters competition and drives the creators and 
facilitators of these spaces to try harder and 
create positive experiences for the end-user. In 
every space within this experience economy, 
design and architecture must play their part in 
improving the experience. And the ceiling space 
is central to this ambition.

Elevating experiences through the ceiling - 
Ceilings can fundamentally shape people's 
experience of a space. They bring in light, 
sculpt the soundscape and enhance air quality 
- transforming a simple, functional space into 
a world-class experience. Materials and design 
choices are crucial to achieving this. Modern 
mineral tiles ceiling systems deliver cutting-edge 
performance in light reflectance. High-white 
finishes help bathe indoor spaces in natural 
daylight. This boosts occupants' experience, 
in everything from increased productivity 
and concentration to happiness and general 
wellbeing. 

Similarly, suspended ceiling solutions can create 
a more pleasing visual environment, some by 
concealing services above and some by creating 
a more vibrant sense of space, effectively 
shaping and directing sound. Providing a balance 
between acoustics and aesthetics, which helps 
ensure that teachers are heard in classrooms 
and students in lecture halls, means students 
can learn more effectively. They transform the 
wards of hospitals into welcoming spaces for 
healing to happen, or ensure office workers 
can concentrate on quiet working as much as 
they can collaborate. It all combines to elevate 
experiences beyond the spatial element of the 
environment. But what part do regulations and 
standards play in this context?

The push for credits - BREEAM and green 
building certifications increasingly characterise 
our spaces - how they're designed, built and 
function. These programmes are characterised 
by credit systems. That's all that separates, for 
example, a BREEAM Outstanding project from 
one that is Good. Across every category, from 
energy and innovation to wellbeing and waste, 
there is a continual push for credits at every 
stage of the design and build process.  Here, 
the ceiling contributes again: visual, acoustic 
and thermal comfort, the minimisation of VOCs 
(volatile organic compounds), recycling and 
hygiene - all play their part in securing credits. 
This essentially improves the experience of the 
environment for everyone involved.

Behind the experience - Designers need to get 
the fundamentals right to score the essential 
points needed to create a great experience. 
Safety and hygiene are two examples. In terms 
of safety, ceiling solutions must conform to 
all relevant fire resistance/reaction standards. 
Equally, the use of ‘anti-seismic' solutions 
adds reassurance to projects in earthquake 
areas. These features do far more than simply 
safeguard lives. They also add reassurance to the 
overall experience. In environments like hospitals, 
schools and public or retail spaces, bacteria and 
infections can also present risks. 
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Decorative specialists Armourcoat have provided 
the finishing touches to The Soak, a new bar and 
restaurant next to London’s Victoria Station, with 
an all-day menu that is built around signature 
soaked flavours through fermenting, pickling, 
brining and steeping techniques. 

With interior design devised by a partnership 
between creative agency CAB and interior design 
studio MAS, the grade II listed building retains 
many original features including a carved leaf 
design which is now incorporated into the bar 
interior. Armourcoat’s Koncrete polished plaster 
finish is used to great effect on the bar front with 
recessed logo. 

Koncrete is an urban range of polished plaster 
colours and finishes designed for contemporary 
projects. The range offers a wealth of design 
options to achieve a distinctive modern look 
including distressed effects or recessed ‘shutter’ 
markings. 

Outside the building, Armourcoat PPX has been 
used to repeat the restaurant logo design. PPX 
is a low maintenance, durable external limestone 
render system that can create  stunning honed 
and textured stone-like finishes for both new build 
and renovation projects.  
www.armourcoat.com 
Photography: © Franklin & Franklin

Armourcoat's Polished Finish 
At The Soak

Stockport NHS Trust runs both community NHS 
services and Stepping Hill Hospital, which serves 
people across the areas of Stockport and the 
High Peak. With the responsibility of the safety 
and comfort of so many patients and staff, it is 
important that the trust maintain a high-quality 
standard within the built environment. 

When fire doors in the ground floor corridor 
of the hospital were identified as having minor 
damage to edges and panels, the trust engaged 
with Yeoman Shield to provide a solution to stop 
the damage from becoming a major concern. Left 
unchecked this type of impairment can lead to the 
non-conformity and malfunction of a fire door.  

Yeoman Shield supplied and installed fire rated 
FD30 Door Edge Protectors to the leading and 
hinged edges of double swing door sets along the 
corridor. 

Door faces were fitted with Yeoman Shield 2mm 
thick FalmouthEx protection panels, to guard 
against impact damage mainly caused by the 
movement of wheeled and motorised trolleys. Now 
that the hospital’s fire doors have Yeoman Shield 
protection fitted, the life cycle of the doors will 
be extended, avoiding the costly task of replacing 
them. Yeoman Shield door protection products 
have been fully fire tested to the current standards 
required.  www.yeomanshield.com 

Hospital Installs Yeoman Shield To 
Help Maintain Fire Doors

Public/Image
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Introducing Trackit, 
A Versatile Suspension 
System From 
The Shopkit Group

TracKit is an extremely versatile track suspension 
system providing mobility and flexibility to the 
presentation of banners and graphics, sliding 
panels/room dividers, shelving and clothing 
displays.  Trackit can facilitate different types 
of elements to be hung at different heights 
along straight or curved sections of track and 
repositioned easily and is proving to be a popular 
display solution for Receptions, Office Interiors, 
Galleries, Retail interiors, Window displays, Home, 
Hotels and the rest of the Leisure industry.

TracKit can be wall or ceiling fixed and is available 
with a choice of single, twin or triple tracks, 
enabling the design of multi-track installations, 
giving displays the potential for depth and 
innovation.

This system offers static and mobile suspension 
options, via a roller wheel, which allows for easy 
re-positioning of complex displays and shelving 
as well as large panels and room dividers etc, by 
simply sliding the roller wheels along the track. 

The suspension track is available in both aluminium 
and stainless steel and there are six different 
support methods that can be hung from the track, 
each with a vast array of accessories and Shopkit 
can help determine which is most suitable for each 
application. 

Made to Measure and Installation options  are 
available. The dimensions and material finishes of 
the different suspension systems and accessories 
can be varied to suit clients’ requirements and 
Shopkit can deliver and install all elements within 
this range - quotations will be supplied on request.        
www.shopkit.com

Public/Image
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Not only were aesthetics taken into 
consideration with a stunning Welsh valleys 
mural wallpaper installed in between bright 
colourful “front doors” but safety aspects 
were of a prime concern. For safeguarding 
measures Yeoman Shield’s Anti-Ligature 
Guardian Handrail was chosen, as both a 
supportive and wall protection rail system, 
along the main corridor of Ysbyty George 
Thomas as well as through the Dementia 
Unit. 

This Anti-Ligature handrail has a continuous 
fixing block which runs the full length of the 
back of the rail eliminating any points that 
can easily have a length of material or cord 
wound around it, preventing the possibility 
of harm to patients. To ensure that the 

terminating ends of the handrail are not used 
in a similar way, a tightly fitted wall return is 
added to enclose the ends allowing no gaps 
between the wall and rail. 

Supplied in a dark grey colour to contrast with 
the light wall colour scheme, the Guardian 
Handrail dovetailed perfectly into the wall 
paper design by resembling the top of the 
depicted drystone walling. “

We are exceptionally pleased with the new 
Dementia Unit and the look, quality and 
functionality of the Yeoman Shield Anti-
Ligature Guardian Handrail” commented 
Jeanne Smith, Directorate Support Manager, 
Mental Health, Cwm Taf University Health 
Board.  www.yeomanshield.com

Safe Environment 
Supported with Yeoman 
Shield Anti-Ligature 
Handrail System

Public/Image

Yeoman Shield Anti-Ligature handrail system is 
being utilised in a dementia unit in South Wales. 
Ysbyty George Thomas, as part of Cwm Taf Health 
board’s Valley Life Initiative, has recently undergone 
a refurbishment to become a health and wellbeing 
centre for people with cognitive and memory 
problems. Throughout the design process of the new 
Dementia Unit, comfort and functionality for clients 
who would be accessing the area was paramount. 
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Armourcoat Acoustic 
Flies High At New 
Istanbul Airport

The area takes inspiration from the Bosphorus 
Strait in Turkey, with seven sections each selling 
brands related to its theme, including Emporio 
Armani, Louis Vuitton, Christian Dior and Bulgari. 
Designed to optimise the acoustics of interior 
spaces, the acoustic plaster system comprises 
a special mineral wool composite panel that is 
bonded onto the substrate and finished with a 
seamless layer. It offers an elegant marble-based 
plaster finish while allowing sound energy to pass 
through the surface. 

The Armourcoat system, which consists of 80% 
recycled material, has zero VOCs and achieves 
class ‘O’ fire rating.The system has also been 
granted the Quiet Mark Award - the international 
mark of approval from the Noise Abatement 
Society Charitable Foundation.  
www.armourcoat.com
Photography: © Büçra Yeltekins

Armourcoat’s acoustic plaster system has been 
specified by UK architects Softroom for the new 
$12 billion Istanbul Airport in Turkey. The facility will 
eventually fly 200 million passengers a year when 
complete in 2028, making it the world’s biggest 
airport. The stunning interior design for the Turkish 
Airlines lounges is the result of an international 
competition won by Softroom. The brief called for 
19,000m2 of lounges that embody the national 
carrier’s new brand philosophy of ‘flow’ within the 
airport environment. 

The lounge design forms a passenger journey that 
effortlessly weaves the spaces, which include drop-
off, check-in and departure areas, of the lounges 
together. To aid the sound quality within the 
lounges, the Armourcoat Acoustic plaster system 
creates a seamless ceiling finish with a class ‘A’ 
Noise Reduction Coefficient rating. 

Its clean and smooth mineral surface adding to the 
overall design. In addition, the Armourcoat Acoustic 
system was installed as large island panels within 
the 55,000m2 Duty Free area operated by Unifree 
Duty Free in partnership with Gebr Heinemann. 

Public/Image
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The tremendous design possibilities offered by the StoVentec Glass rainscreen cladding 
system have been highlighted by a recently completed project at a leading Midlands 
school. The Sto system was specified for the Wolverhampton Girl’s High School due 
to the strong visual appeal which matched the architect’s vision for the project. “The 
design of the school’s new sixth-form building was extremely important given its 
location and context, and this played a major role in driving the specification of the most 
appropriate materials,” explains Joe Harris of Seymour Harris Architects. 

“In contrast to previous pastiche additions to the school, we wanted to use modern 
materials which would complement the original architecture of the school. The new 
building is harmonized with its surroundings through the colour and pattern of the high-
level cladding and by physically reflecting the attractive landscaping of the site, and the 
school’s original buildings which date back to 1911.” The original idea of cladding the 
building with a reflective metallic finish was changed, as the school environment could 
easily lead to the metal being scratched and dented. 

“We chose the StoVentec Glass system instead,” adds Joe. “It’s tough and scratch-
resistant, but it still provided the high degree of reflectivity that we were looking for. 
Sto worked closely with us, providing many samples and helping us to arrive at the final 
choice. The StoVentec Glass proved to be an excellent way of translating our design into 
reality.” 

Sto Goes Back To School On 
A Major Midlands Project

The BBA-accredited StoVentec Glass 
system incorporates an adjustable sub-
construction, which is designed bespoke 
for each project.  This can easily be 
adjusted to suit any uneven substrate and 
creates a ventilated cavity which keeps 
the wall dry and allows it to breathe. 
Tempered safety glass panels are bonded 
to unique StoVentec carrier boards in 
the factory, and then fixed to the sub-
construction at the project site. 

The glass panels are manufactured 
in bespoke shapes and sizes to suit 
individual requirements.  As well as 
being available in any RAL or custom 
colour, with reflective, non-reflective 
or metallic finish, they can also be 
screen printed with individual logos or 
designs. The project included perforated 
Adapta cladding that was supported 
on a structural frame penetrating the 
StoVentec Glass. 

This necessitated close and careful 
co-ordination between the architect, 
Craft Interior and Sto to ensure that the 
cut-outs in the glass mirrored exactly 
the location of the steel beams. The 
manufacturing process includes the 
fusing of colours on to the back of the 
glass, before the toughening process.  
The colour melts into the glass providing 
permanent coloured glass panels that will 
not wear, scratch, fade, or incur water 
damage.  

‘We have installed the StoVentec Glass 
system previously on several projects, but 
this one was without doubt the trickiest 
in terms of design and co-ordination. The 
positioning of the Agraffe fixing rails to 
the rear of the Glass Panels ensures that 
the final install is a relatively quick and 
easy process’ adds Graham Chadwick of 
authorized Sto applicator Craft Interior.   
www.sto.co.uk

Public/Image
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Public Opinion

An intriguing new Milan styled Italian café has opened 
on Essex Road, Islington designed by well-known Italian 
studio Vudafieri-Saverino Partners. The 240 sqm ‘Latteria’ 
is inspired by Milanese culture and style with a warm and 
informal atmosphere in white and red. This is complemented 
by Troldtekt wood wool panels on the ceiling painted white 
to blend in and used to soften the acoustics and reduce 
background noise. 

Troldtekt panels are frequently used in this kind of open 
plan environment to combat noise generated by the kitchen 
machinery, staff and customers which is exacerbated by 
bouncing off the hard surfaces. This is particularly true in 
this project where the design harks back to the 1950’s and 
features an open-plan kitchen coupled with hard surface 
lacquers and laminates, polished and satin-finished steel, 
tiled walls and marble floors. 

Troldtekt’s acoustic panels absorb both direct and 
reverberated sound. They help to strike the balance between 
a lively and welcoming environment and an experience 
where the venue is uncomfortably loud. This is important 
because customers’ comfort and a willingness to spend time 
and money is decreased in a noisy environment.  Specified 
throughout the UK and Europe, the benefits of 100% 
Troldtekt natural wood wool panels include high sound 
absorption, high durability, natural breathability, low cost life 
cycle performance and sustainability. 

This high performance is recognised by their Cradle to Cradle 
certification at Silver level. Available in various sizes and in 
four grades from extreme fine to coarse, the panels can be 
left untreated or painted in virtually any RAL colour. 
www.troldtekt.co.uk

Sounding Out 
1950’s Design
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The construction of a new swimming pool 
and play park at a caravan and holiday lodge 
complex, set in a stunning location on the 
coast of Fife, is making full use of the unique 
insulating and load-carrying attributes offered 
by Marmox Thermoblocks. Clayton Caravan Park 
is a well-established destination, just minutes 
from the historic town of St. Andrews. With its 
fully enclosed and well insulated steel framed 
structure, the new swimming pool and play park 
will offer year round enjoyment. 
A key element to this energy saving design is 
preventing cold-bridging occurring around the 
perimeter to the building’s in-situ reinforced 
concrete floor where it meets the external walls, 
with its 140mm thick block inner leaf, infilling the cold-rolled steel columns. The thermoblocks are available in 
widths of 100, 140 or 215mm and are formed from sections of XPS (extruded polystyrene) encapsulating two 
rows of high strength, epoxy concrete mini-columns.  These are attached at either end to the top and bottom 
layers of glass-fibre reinforced polymer concrete, to ensure a good bond with the rest of the structure.  
www.marmox.co.uk

THERMOBLOCK COMBATS COLD 
BRIDGING FOR NEW LEISURE FACILITIES 
AT FIFE HOLIDAY PARK

The value of parks and green spaces in Britain’s cities, towns and villages is being increasingly recognised from a health and 
wellbeing perspective, but that’s only part of what they can offer at the heart of local communities. Building a more sustainable 
future for these spaces can be achieved by ensuring they are equipped with an effective services infrastructure to provide access 
to power, water, gas and more as and when it is needed. This is the rationale behind the range of pop up, retractable and in-
ground service units from UK company Pop Up Power Supplies®.  Pop up, retractable power units from Pop Up Power Supplies® 
are ideal for providing access to services whenever it is needed, but hidden away when not. 
Four options are available, offering different configurations and supplying up to 600 amps in total, which can be tailored to the 

specific  requirements of the park. These units are 
raised and lowered into the ground with ease by 
authorised persons using a simple turning handle, 
and come with a recessed lid to accommodate 
grass, paving stones or any other surface type. 
The company’s range of in ground units provide 
an alternative approach. These allow power, water, 
telephony and gas access points to be concealed in 
the ground at all times, with access when needed via 
a flip lid. 
This can be locked down when in use to prevent 
unwanted tampering, so only short cables are visible 
to connect adjacent applications.  By having pop up 
or in ground units installed, local authorities and the 
managers of privately owned parks and green spaces 
can add value by enabling the hassle-free hosting of 
events all year round.  www.popuppower.co.uk

Adding value to Britain’s parks and green spaces

An ambitious project to boost the creative 
industries sector in the north-east of England 
has used Crittall Innervision steel screens and 
doors as a key design element.
A former Grade II listed post office in 
Hartlepool’s Whitby Street has been 
transformed to become The BIS, the town’s 
new hub for business start-ups offering 
a range of office and workshop spaces 
augmented by specialist support. The £4million 
project, backed by Hartlepool Borough Council 
and the Tees Valley Combined Authority, 
is viewed as the catalyst for an innovation 
and skills quarter in a Victorian conservation 
area close to the town centre. Leeds-based 
architects Group Ginger have retained the 
existing post office building and augmented it with a modern two-storey extension. 
The two parts of the building are linked by a covered courtyard, described as a multi-function open social space which 
is where Innervision steel screens and doors, based on Crittall’s Corporate W20 profiles, have been used.  Acting as 
glass walls for individual workspaces, they also look out onto the social space to encourage collaborative partnership 
working and interaction between the new occupants of The BIS. www.crittall-windows.co.uk  

Wrightstyle, the steel glazing systems company, 
has been appointed to design, supply and install 
fire rated screens to the new Tube station at 
Battersea Power Station, part of the Northern 
Line Extension. The new station will serve a 
mixed-use redevelopment of the iconic old 
power station, with shops, restaurants, bars, 
offices and residential accommodation, as well as 
existing communities. The Underground line will 
extend the Charing Cross branch of the Northern 
line, with two new stations at Battersea Power 
Station and Nine Elms, which will also serve, 
among others, the Embassies of the USA and the 
Netherlands. Construction began in 2015, with 
tunnelling completed in late 2017.  The new line 
is expected to open in autumn 2021. The Grade 
II* listed power station and the surrounding area 
is being brought back to life, and some 1,000 
people have already bought property in the new 
development. The £8 billion project is being built 
in seven phases, with final completion due in 
2025, and is expected to create some 15,000 
jobs. www.wrightsyle.co.uk

Wrightstyle goes underground

Crittall screens at the  heart of new 
innovation centre
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Kalwall® translucent cladding, exclusively available 
in the UK and Ireland from Structura UK Ltd, has 
helped transform a former marble processing 
plant into an amazing space for the University of 
Tennessee in Knoxville, USA. Designed by Cope 
Associates, the new Facilities Services Complex has 
totally revitalised and refreshed the original 1908 
building and the use of Kalwall has helped the 
projects LEED Silver Certification. 

The project has proved so successful it was 
named the Collegiate Citation winner for historic 
preservation in American School and University’s 
annual Educational Interiors Showcase Award.  
The interior of this 8,500 sq metre building is now 
bathed with diffused daylight through the Kalwall 
panels fitted into the original clerestory encircling 
the central hall. 

The Kalwall keeps the interior free from glare 
and hotspots and the stark contrasts of light and 
shade. It also specifically helps the computer 

users by keeping direct sunlight and glare off 
their screens making it more restful and reducing 
eye fatigue.  Furthermore, Kalwall’s insulation 
properties mean ‘U’ Values of up to 0.28 W/m2K 
can be achieved. This is as energy efficient as 
a normal cavity wall and four times better than 
insulated glass units. 

Therefore there is less of a demand for artificial 
heating and cooling, while the translucence 
reduces the need for artificial lighting. Kalwall is a 
popular choice for retrofit projects. The strong and 
lightweight panels are factory prefabricated to the 
exact size needed for each project. They are easily 
be retrofitted into existing spaces and can often 
use the existing substrate. 

This, coupled with the low maintenance colour 
stable, UV resistant and self-cleaning surface, 
has the additional advantage that ongoing 
maintenance is kept to a minimum.
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall 

Kalwall Leads The Way 
In Retrofit Design

Howe Green supplied over fifty aluminium floor 
access covers for the award winning Collaborative 
Teaching Laboratory (CTL) at the University of 
Birmingham’s Edgbaston Campus.  The CTL is part of 
a £40 million plus investment by the university into 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
(STEM) subjects. 

Howe Green 5000 Series Light Duty Aluminium and 
7500 Series Medium Duty Aluminium Floor Access 
Covers were supplied to main contractor Morgan 
Sindall and were specified by Sheppard Ross.  
The covers were installed by the team from Morgan 
Sindall and infilled with ceramic floor tiles. In addition 
to ceramic tiles the 5000 Series and 7500 Series can 
be used with marble, terrazzo, concrete, resin, wood 
or parquet flooring.  The 5000 Series is suitable for 
use in areas with pedestrian traffic and the load 
performance of the 7500 Series is for cars and light 
delivery vehicles up to 5 tonnes pneumatic tyre load. 

The access covers can be removed, safely and easily, 
for maintenance purposes with the use of lifting keys 
or Howe Green Access Cover Skates.  The access 
covers fit perfectly flush with their surround to avoid 
the risk of hazard from slips or trips.   
www.howegreen.com

Howe Green Supplies Floor Access Covers 
For Inspirational University Building
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A grade II listed Mansion on the outskirts of Ulverston, 
Cumbria, has respectfully been restored and developed by 
housebuilders, Charles Church, Lancashire.  As a way of 
protecting the future of the mansion, planning permission 
was granted for it to be converted into 19 apartments and 
the gatehouse into a bungalow. Charles Church ensured that 
the conversion work carried out was sympathetic to the 
Scottish baronial style whilst respecting the original features. 

These qualities also needed to be reflected when it came 
to the replacement of the rainwater systems on both the 
mansion and the gatehouse. With over 40 years’ experience 
of providing aesthetically appropriate, yet highly functional 
rainwater systems for heritage and listed building projects, 
Yeoman Rainguard were the perfect choice to provide 
a suitable system for the restoration. On the mansion 
house gutters that could not be refurbished were replaced 
with Yeoman Rainguard MOG 25 x 100 mm cast iron 

gutters finished in Light Aircraft Grey colour along with 
complementing rectangular rainwater pipes. The use of 
Yeoman Rainguard ornamental ear bands and corner ear 
bands for the cast iron pipes played a part in maintaining 
the authenticity of the façade of the building. In areas where 
replacement gutters were required to match up seamlessly to 
the original gutters, Yeoman Rainguard were able to replicate 
exact size and profiles with their manufacturing capabilities 
using GRP material. 

Cast iron soil pipes were provided from the Rainguard TX 
range providing a highly durable, easy to install waste water 
drainage solution. The gatehouse, tastefully converted into a 
bungalow, was fully fitted with brand-new Yeoman Rainguard 
cast iron MOG gutters and round down pipes. Finished in a 
classy gloss black paint the rainwater system was befitting of 
the buildings design and heritage. www.rainguard.co.uk 

Yeoman Rainguard Plays 
A Part In Bringing 
Listed Mansion House 
Back To Former Glory

The University of Edinburgh, one of the UK’s most prestigious 
educational establishments with a history stretching back to 
1582, is now protected by industry-leading intelligent fire 
panels from Advanced. Edinburgh is the sixth oldest university 
in the English-speaking world, with the Old College building 
being opened in the early 19th century as a school for anatomy 
and surgery. The original campus was expanded in the 1880s 
with the addition of the New College, and the university now 
occupies six sites throughout Edinburgh. 

The new fire system installed at the main campus by long-term 
Advanced partner FMS Fire and Security Limited, covers the 
entire university campus. It compromises of multi-loop Advanced 
MxPro 4 and MxPro 5 panels, connected using fault-tolerant 
network cards.  Dominic Rea, Director for FMS Fire and Security, 
said: “The new panels installed at the University of Edinburgh 
are the latest in a long line of installations we have undertaken 
throughout the university Campus, all using MxPro components. 
The Advanced panels installed are not only flexible and reliable 
but are also compatible with the existing systems already 
installed.”  

MxPro is the industry’s leading multiprotocol panel and offers 
customers a choice of two panel ranges, four detector protocols 
and a completely open installer network that enjoys free training 
and support. Ronald Kerr, spokesperson for the University of 
Edinburgh, commented: “The safety of our staff and students is 
paramount and they are now protected by the best fire panels 
on the market.”    www.advancedco.com

University Of 
Edinburgh Installs 
First-Class 
Fire Protection
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Breathtaking Stepped Divide 
for University Auditorium
Newcastle University’s Frederick Douglass Centre 
is a £34 million flagship building that delivers state-
of-the-art teaching and learning facilities.  Seating 
space in the impressive stepped auditorium is 
maximised thanks to Style’s installation of a world-
first, bespoke set of moveable wall systems, that 
divide the room into two separate lecture halls, 
each seating 500 and 250 students. 

Style worked in close collaboration with architect, 
Sheppard Robson, and contractor, Sir Robert 
McAlpine, to design a solution that is fully 
automatic, concurrently moving a double skin of 
Dorma Hüppe sliding wall panels, up through the 
tiered seating.  Surpassing the client’s demands 
for acoustic privacy between the divided areas, 
the final installation delivers a phenomenal 59db 
Dntw, on site tested performance. The Frederick 
Douglass Centre accommodates up to 2,200 
students and includes a 200-seat lecture theatre, a 

range of seminar rooms and exhibition spaces, as 
well as the 750-seat auditorium. As the auditorium 
was a particularly difficult room to divide, Style 
was brought in at a very early stage by Sheppard 
Robson, offering detailed advice on possible 
moveable wall solutions. 

As a result of this, Style worked with manufacturing 
partners, Dorma Hüppe, to design two bespoke, 
fully automated, stepped acoustic moveable walls, 
based on the Variflex Comfortdrive K system.  
These are deployed back-to-back, with automatic 
acoustic seals engaging as each panel meets the 
next, perfectly closing off the tiered elements 
and delivering acoustic privacy that far exceeds 
anyone’s expectations.  A sophisticated impact 
safety system ensures staff and student safety 
during panel movement. www.style-partitions.co.uk

Public/Works

The A. Proctor Group’s Spacetherm® 
SLENTEX® A2 Aerogel Blanket has been 
chosen for its superior thermal performance, 
flexibility and suitability for space-critical 
applications in the refurbishment of 146 
high-rise apartments in Poplar, East London. 
The Balfron Tower project involves the 
upgrading and refurbishment of the Grade 
II* listed 1960’s building in the London 
Borough of Tower Hamlets, originally 
designed by the renowned architect Ernö 
Goldfinger. The re-design of the 27 storey 
tower block is part of a development led 
by architects Studio Egret West, who has 
sought to bring the fabric of the building up 
to modern-day standards in terms of fire, 
acoustic and thermal performance. 

In addition to the Spacetherm SLENTEX® 
A2 blanket, foil encased Spacetherm A2 
(CBS) Cold Bridge Strip was also included at 
window and door junctions to address areas 
susceptible to cold bridging. Spacetherm 
SLENTEX® A2 is the result of extensive 
research and development to produce 

a vapour permeable membrane with an 
A2 fire rating classification. The new 
insulation is classified as Class A2, s1 –d0 
according to the Euroclass system, which 
classifies the reaction to fire performance of 
building products. Spacetherm SLENTEX® 
A2 is a flexible, high-performance, silica 
aerogel-based insulation material of limited 
combustibility suitable for use in exterior and 
interior applications. 

Supplied in a variety of finishes, the 
substantial layers of Spacetherm 
SLENTEX® A2 meet the requirements 
for A2 classification (insulation, MgO and 
plasterboard). The product optimises both 
the thermal performance and fire properties 
of façade systems, enhancing the thermal 
performance of the ventilated façade and 
addressing thermal bridging in the façade. It 
is also useful in minimising thermal bridges 
around windows in areas such as window 
reveals.   www.proctorgroup.com

Space Saving A2 Insulation Improves Thermal
Performance Of Balfron Tower Apartments
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Needing to replace an old cast iron rainwater 
system, Hatherlow Church’s list of “must haves” 
was not a small one. Elder of the Church, Mat 
Simpson explained “Hatherlow Church is a grade 
II listed building, and as such we were looking 
for a system that would be in keeping with the 
mid - 19th century building, as well as matching 
existing gutters and downpipes already installed.  

The product would also have to cope with the 
vast amount of water that flows from the pitched 
roof when it rains. “Being budget conscious, we 
also required the lowest cost possible, for an 
aesthetically pleasing, long lasting and highly 
functional system. Yeoman Rainguard managed 
to tick all the boxes.”  

To accommodate the large water flow levels from 
the pitched roof, 130 x 100 mm Deep Flow XL 
Aluminium Gutters were installed to the front 

side of the Church. These were complemented 
with the addition of 100mm dia. XL Aluminium 
Downpipes, sufficiently wide enough to cope with 
the amount of water captured in the deep flow 
gutters. The installation, carried out by Yeoman 
Rainguard’s team, was completed with attractive 
Bellvue cast aluminium rainwater hoppers to 
either side of the Church’s porched entrance. 

All of Yeoman Rainguard’s XL Aluminium products 
have a durable powder coated finish which 
not only looks stylish but offers 30 years plus 
maintenance free service.  For more information 
on Yeoman Rainguard’s range of gutters and 
downpipes suitable for ecclesiastical and listed 
building projects go to www.rainguard.co.uk or 
call 0113 279 5854.  

The multiple benefits of modular development, 
from cost to sustainability to efficiency, are 
playing a valuable part in addressing not only 
the housing shortage but also the impact of 
climate change. DuPont™ Tyvek® membranes 
and systems are also playing their part in this 
new housing story, as the perfect partner to 
offsite construction. For a new 73-unit housing 
development under the Homes for England 

scheme on a brownfield site 
in Blackburn, Modularwise Ltd 
of Powys worked with client 
Places for People to create 
the optimum, easily replicable 
solution. 

This consisted of two types of 
home: a number of detached 
four bedroom houses plus 
multiple three bedroom models. 
The three bedroom homes 
combine four distinct modules, 

with the bedrooms and bathrooms located in 
the duo pitched roof. 

Tyvek® Supro and Tyvek® Reflex™ W1 
wrap the modular housing units made off-
site by Modularwise Ltd to create air, water 
and weathertight new homes at a 73-unit 
brownfield development by Places for 
People for Homes for England. The modules 
feature the Tyvek® Supro advanced breather 
membrane to the roof, a product which 
exceeds BS5534 regulation without restriction 
and is suitable for all wind zones, regardless of 
height or topography. 

The Blackburn site is in an exposed location, 
so superior wind uplift resistance together 
with a dry fix for ridges and gables added 
to the membrane’s suitability. In fact the 
ingenious BRE-approved wind calculator tool 
developed by the DuPont Building Knowledge 
Centre made itself particularly useful in this 
specification.   

To meet STA guidance requiring a breather 
membrane to also act as a second line of 
water ingress defence with no leakage, Tyvek® 
Reflex, which is both W1 rated and offers a 
low-e surface, provided a combined moisture 
control and thermal solution in one hi-tech and 
trustworthy layer. 
For Modularwise, once the design and sourcing 
processes are in place and manufacture begins, 
it takes approximately twelve days to complete 
the first pod, with new pods coming through 
the line every day. 

The completed pods are then transported to 
site where it takes around one day to erect 
a completed house. The Tyvek® membranes 
are fitted on the factory floor in controlled 
conditions, without having to battle the 
elements, allowing the installation to achieve 
optimum airtightness. Once the individual 
modules are connected on site, Tyvek® 
specialised tapes are used to seal the laps, 
adding to the efficacy of both project design 
and building methods. 
www.construction.tyvek.co.uk  

The Future Is Modular... And The 
Future Needs Tyvek®

Rainguard Aluminium – 
The Perfect Match for 
Grade II Listed Church
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The Schöck Isokorb units are structural, but their other 
long-term purpose is to minimise the risk of thermal 
bridging. Ineffective insulation at the connection points, 
especially with 280 balconies involved, means local heat 
loss, resulting in more energy being required to maintain 
the internal temperature of the building. This is a major 
consequence of thermal bridging, but there are other 
issues too.   Low internal surface temperatures in the area 
of the thermal bridge can cause condensation, which leads 
not only to structural integrity problems with absorbent 
materials such as insulation products or plasterboard, but 
the potentially serious occurrence of mould growth. So for 
any project involving balcony connectivity the prevention 
of thermal bridging is a critical issue. 

Success is about teamwork - The success of this project 
has been very much about teamwork and this was 
recognised at the London Construction Supply Chain 
Awards in late 2018. Hosted by Wates, to acknowledge 
sub-contractors with whom they have worked throughout 
the year, Brooksby were awarded ‘Best New Supply Chain 
Partner’ for the Landsby project. Brooksby Managing 
Director, Simon Goodenough commented: “It was great to 
have won this award which reflects how hard the whole 
team worked on the project to ensure that at all stages 
we delivered an excellent product, backed by exceptional 
service”.  www.schoeck.co.uk

In Safe Hands 
With Schöck 
And Brooksby 
At Wembley

Located in the heart of the vast new Wembley Park 
regeneration project, the two residential buildings that 
make up the Landsby East and Landsby West development 
(Danish for village) are contemporary in design, with 
apartment interiors that continue the Scandinavian theme. 
Externally there are roof terraces and first floor level 
podium gardens, along with 280 generous balconies that 
add a stylish and aesthetic feel to the exterior finish of the 
building.  

Their appearance is undoubtedly pleasing, but inevitably 
there were technical challenges involved in both initial 
installation and long term performance of the balconies 
that had to be addressed – among them safety, precision, 
reliability and thermal efficiency.  It needed a collaborative 
approach from two of the leading companies in the 
business, Brooksby Projects Ltd for its balcony technology 
and Schöck for its load-bearing thermal insulation 
solutions. 

Wates, the main contractor on the project, were very 
specific in requesting cantilevered, slide-on balconies 
and FlightDeck® balconies from Brooksby Projects Ltd 
offered the ideal solution. FlightDeck® balconies do not 
need to be fixed from a balcony below, which reduces the 
on-site health and safety risks. In addition, this ability to 
install from the top down, means that the balcony system  
saves crane time and requires no scaffolding or other 
external access. On a large high-rise project with multiple 
elevations, the installation time saved is considerable when 
compared with traditional bolt-on balconies.

An additional challenge was that the building’s design 
demands required that many of the 280 balconies installed 
involved subtle design adaptations and in total thirteen 
different variations were supplied to meet the Landsby 
project requirements.

Thermal break elements are key - A key element in the 
structural and long–term insulation performance of the 
balconies was the installation of Isokorb structural break 
units from Schöck. Early involvement was necessary to 
ensure that the connectors were accurately cast into the 
building during the mainframe construction phase and 
Brooksby provided installation templates to ensure the 
line and level of all balcony connections were precise. A 
Brooksby stub bracket was attached to the Isokorb units 
prior to the concrete being poured. The balcony cantilever 
support arm was then attached (same depth as the 
balcony) to the stub and the fully pre-assembled panel 
glass balcony chassis slid on to the cantilever arm and 
locked into position.

Public/Works
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Comfort And Safety 
From SE Controls At 
Hampton School’s New 
Sixth Form Centre

A new sixth form study and careers 
centre at Hampton School in South 
West London is using a combined 
ventilation and smoke clearance system 
from SE Controls to help provide a 
comfortable learning environment with 
enhanced fire safety for students and 
staff. 

Designed by IID Architects, the new 
building is constructed as a three-
story pod located in the centre of 
the school’s Hammond Quad, while a 
further single storey was added to the 
existing building at the southern end of 
the quad and the previously open space 
was covered with a glazed roof. 
In addition to meeting the building’s fire 
protection specification, which demands 
that fire fighters must be able to 
actuate the system and disperse smoke 
on arrival via a manual call point at the 
main entrance, SE Controls also had to 
integrate the ventilation solution into 
the BMS to provide comfort ventilation 
and temperature control in day-to-day 
operation. 

To achieve this, 20 SHEVTEC louvred 
smoke ventilators were installed at high-
level in a rooftop plenum and operate 
as a four-zone system via a dedicated 
controller, linked to the BMS. 
This design enables proportional 
actuation of the vents so that they can 
be opened in stages depending on the 
temperature within the atrium.
Although the louvres are all 1,280mm in 
height, five different widths were used 
on the project, ranging from 1,430mm 
to 1,854mm, enabling them to fit within 
the structural glazing system’s dimensions. 

The range of sizes also ensures that the building’s ventilation air flow requirements are 
met as the vents provide a minimum of 50% free area when partially open.  In normal 
comfort mode, the motors open and close the louvres depending on the level of cooling 
and ventilation needed within the atrium, which is managed by the school’s BMS.  If the 
building’s fire alarm system is actuated, it over-rides the BMS and all the vents are closed 
until the fire services arrived and actuate the system to manage how the smoke is cleared to 
assist fire-fighting procedures.  www.secontrols.com 

Courtesy of IID architects

Saint Richard Reynolds Catholic College in 
Twickenham is using Encasement’s ‘Forma’ and 
‘Vecta’ decorative metal casings to conceal structural 
steelwork around a new courtyard walkway, as part 
of its recently opened £14 million teaching block.  
Designed by DHP Building Design Consultants and 
built by main contractor, Graham Construction the 
project involved the refurbishment of the existing 
Edwardian structure, alongside the construction of 
The Elizabeth Building to create a modern learning 
environment for pupils. 

An integral part of the new facilities was the creation 
of a covered walkway along two sides of the college’s 
main ‘quad’ courtyard that also incorporates 14 
structural support columns, which are concealed by 
Encasement’s rectangular ‘Forma’ decorative metal 
column casings and matching ceiling soffits and 
fascias. 

Each 650mm x 990mm weatherproof column casing 
stands 3.74metres high and is manufactured from 
1.5mm thick aluminium, which incorporates a Rimex 
‘Black Pearl’ finish that combines a highly polished 
surface with a pattern of small circular indentations, 
making the casings both durable and aesthetic. 

In addition to the column casings, the walkway also 
includes almost 70 metres of aluminium fascias and 
soffits at ceiling level, which use the same Rimex 
Black Pearl finish to conceal building services and 
drainage pipework.  All casings solutions were not 
only manufactured and supplied by Encasement, 
but were also installed by the company’s specialist 
installation team. www.encasement.co.uk

Encasement Provides Stylish 
Cover Up At Twickenham 
Catholic College
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One of Northern Ireland’s most 
popular 20th century libraries has 
been refurbished and extended with 
Crittall Windows helping to retain its 
unique character. Coleraine Library 
was built in 1969 in Brutalist style on 
a restricted site at a town centre road 
junction. 
The task of designing a complete 
makeover that nonetheless respected 
the original features of the Grade B2 
listed building fell to Belfast-based 

Hamilton Architects. The original three-storey building was circular in plan with a distinctive saw-tooth window configuration 
on the first and second floors. Project architect Nicola Donnelly says: “The building was listed a few years ago and so we were 
required to provide a like-for-like window replacement. The existing steel windows were replaced with the same slim steel 
frames but with a much improved thermal performance.”  
Crittall W20 windows were specified for the contract, with polyester powder coated white frames they contribute to the overall 
light and airy feel of the redesigned library interior.   www.crittall-windows.co.uk

Crittall booked for 
library Transformation

National Sports 
Centre Reopens 
With Extra Light
The National Sports Centre in the Isle of Man is a well 
visited place with some fantastic sports facilities.  Last 
year both its competition and its leisure pools were closed 
to allow a £4.2m refurbishment project to commence, 
which saw a range of Xtralite products bring natural light 
into the building. “This is such a highly used venue that it 
was necessary to ensure high specification rooflights were 
incorporated into the project to give better light, sound and thermal properties,” said Jim Lowther 
sales director Xtralite. 

“The flexibility of our X-Span range meant that all the criteria were met with ease, creating 
a finished product that delivered all the practicalities whilst being visually appealing to pool 
occupants and spectators below.” The 50m competition pool has benefitted from the additional 
natural light that the X-Span rooflights has delivered. Situated above the pool and replacing 
existing rooflights which had deteriorated over time, the six Xtralite X-Span thermally enhanced 
non self-supporting mono pitch rooflights were specified measuring 16.4m x 2.25m all of which 
allowed natural light to filter through, whilst creating an impressive roofline whereby the rooflights 
undulated down the angled roof, keeping its wave like appearance. 

Bringing the latest glazing technology to the sports centre, the building and its users will 
undoubtedly benefit from the additional natural light which has been proven to improve wellbeing 
and performance. 25mm enhanced UV protect Lumira technology glazing was specified which is 
known for enhanced thermal performance, improve light transmission and better acoustics. 
www.xtralite.co.uk

A prominent Northern Ireland apartment block has 
been given a new lease of life with the installation 
of a combination of products supplied by Sto. The 
15-storey Carnet House building on Belfast’s Ardcarn 
Estate,owned by the Housing Executive, now boasts 
a U-value of between 0.15 and 0.23W/m²K thanks to 
the installation of a Sto high-performance and cost-
effective insulation system, finished with a special 
self-cleaning external render. 
Some 2,500 m2 of StoTherm insulation was applied 
to the façades of the 45-metre tall building. This BBA 
certified insulation system has European Technical 
Approval ETA-03/0027, and it has an efficient single-
leaf construction that provides excellent thermal 
performance whilst also protecting the external wall 
surface from weathering. 
It was fixed using StoLevell Duo Plus, a mineral bonding and 
reinforcing mortar. The insulation was finished with a 1.5mm 
layer of StoLotusan external render. StoLotusan is the only 
render which features the patented Lotus-Effect® which 
gives unbeatable water and dirt repellence. The surface of the 
StoLotusan features a unique microstructure which encourages 
water to run off quickly and efficiently, removing particles of 
dust and debris as it does. StoLotusan provides highly efficient 
protection against algae growth and also features very high 
water vapour permeability characteristics.  www.sto.co.uk

Stotherm System Keeps Things Warm 
For Belfast Residents
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An industrial building that was a hub of printing, 
graphic arts, photography and the music industry 
during its illustrious 90-year history has undergone 
a 21st century transformation with Crittall Windows 
ensuring that it retains its traditional aesthetic. 
Herbal House, close by the City of London in 
Farringdon, was built in 1928 as the print works for 
the Daily Mirror. A defining feature of the then six-
storey building was its horizontal bands of Crittall 
steel windows providing extensive daylight for the 
work carried on in the interior. The London School 
of Printing and Graphic Arts occupied upper floors 
from 1949 and, when the Mirror relocated in 1960, 
the vacated space was occupied by a mix of tenants, 
including photographers, art students and film 
producers. 
Leading actors and musicians were among its regular 
clientele and a clutch of 80’s iconic music videos were 
shot there. In 2016 owners Allied London appointed 
architects Buckley Gray Yeoman to mastermind the 
refurbishment to create workspace that would meet 
the demands of digital, design and creative businesses 
of the future. 

The decision was taken to maintain the industrial 
character of the building with the space expanded 
by two rooftop floors and the basement divided to 
provide two lower level workspaces. Existing brickwork 
and stone detailing was repaired and refurbished and 
the original Crittall windows replaced with modern 
equivalents, in this case Corporate MW40s with 
spandrel panels.  
Crittall Cold Form Doors and MW40 external and 
internal screens were also installed in the double-
height ground floor. MW40 features a high-
performance double weather seal and is supplied 
hot dip galvanised with a low maintenance Duralife 
polyester powder coating. It also offers high levels of 
thermal and sound insulation. 
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

The University of the West of Scotland’s new £110 million 
Lanarkshire campus has installed floors from Flowcrete UK.  
A multi-coloured flooring design made from multiple resin 
coatings was chosen so that students walking through the 
front door would be greeted with a wide-open space broken 
up by large blocks of dappled light grey, dark grey, green and 
blue flooring. To achieve this aesthetic, over 1,000 m2 of the 
decorative, methyl methacrylate system Flowfast Terrosso 
was applied. 350 m2 of Flowfresh MF was also used in a 
number of bold colours. www.flowcrete.co.uk

Flowcrete Puts on a Flooring Masterclass 

The former site of an eighteenth-century glassworks in 
Bristol has been transformed into an elegant eight-storey 
riverside office building featuring shimmering glass facades 
and frameless glass balustrades installed by Façade & Glazing 
Solutions. Contemporary artist Terry Haggerty also created 
a seven-storey glass art installation on the eastern elevation 
of 3 Glass Wharf facing the railway line approaching Bristol 
Temple Meads.
The art installation was also installed by Façade & Glazing 
Solutions.  The main area of the elevation from levels 2-7 
features solar control glazing and has an appearance of 
“Ribbon” windows with bands of rainscreen between, 
achieved by fully wrapping the façade with a Wicona Wictec 
50 curtain walling system to provide the support for both the 
bands of glazing and rainscreen. https://fgs-uk.co.uk/

Façade & Glazing Solutions transforms 
18th Century glassworks

Industrial Legacy 
Retained And Renewed 
With Crittall

The occupier of new offices in Hatfield inherited background air 
conditioning but through the dividing up of the floor plate of the 
second floor at Titan Court into smaller offices and meeting rooms, 
needed additional air conditioning that could be controlled room 
by room. The solution was an LG 3 pipe Heat recovery Multi V 5 
VRF system connected to twelve indoor ceiling mounted cassette 
units - each individual room sporting the name of a famous Arsenal 
footballer from recent history – rather giving away the allegiance 
of the company’s owner! Rooms in the new building are named 

after the likes of Bergkamp, Henry, Merson and Adams! LG used its advanced LATS CAD software to display the concept 
of the installation to the client prior to the decision to select LG equipment for the task. LG Air Conditioner Technical 
Solutions (LATS) CAD 2.0 is a fast and effective way to create drawing plans for LG Air Conditioning Technologies 
systems. There are separate tab for LATS on the Autodesk® AutoCAD® ribbon bar and this tab takes you to two menus 
for easily navigating various features of LATS. In addition, the system selected included the specification of an LG AC 
Smart 5 Central Controller as well as wireless controls for each room. For more information, head for partner.lge.com/
uk, or you can email LG at uk.aircon@lge.com.

LG PROVIDES AIR CONDITIONING FOR  NEW ENGIE HQ
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A former hotel in the Polwarth area of Scotland’s capital is 
the subject of a complex conversion and reconfiguration 
project, where Marmox Thermoblocks have been specified 
by the project consultants to address the critical floor/
wall junction within the new extensions being constructed. 
Edinburgh based architectural practice, Morgan McDonnell 
is renowned for both its new-build and refurbishment work 
across the city and ‘Old Town’. 

In the case of the Ettrick Hotel, its client – developer 
Northumberland Street Mews Ltd. Is creating 6 new 
residential units within the existing building plus a further 4 
across the two extensions. At the base of the new perimeter 
walls, the block-layers have used a total of 117 of the 140mm 
wide. Thermoblock units each one 600mm long and 65mm 
high. In addition, the merchant stockist involved, St. Andrews 
Building and Timber also supplied a carton of 10 Marmox 
MSP 360 Sealant for the purpose of completing the stepped 
joints.  Each section of Thermoblock is comprised of ultra-
high performance XPS insulation, encapsulating miniature 
columns of concrete, while the top and bottom are covered 
by alkali resistant glass-fibre mesh, retaining a surface of fibre 
reinforced polymer concrete to facilitate bonding. 

The concrete columns have a very low conductivity so do not 
present thermal bridges themselves and when coupled with 
the highly insulating XPS insulation core, a combined thermal 
conductivity of 0.47W/mK is achieved.  www.marmox.co.uk

MARMOX THERMOBLOCKS SPECIFIED FOR 
EDINBURGH HOTEL CONVERSION

Carlisle based heating sector specialist, Tailored Heat, has delivered an in-screed underfloor heating system and 
air source heat pump package for the redevelopment of old, hard-to-heat social housing properties in an off-gas 
area on the North East coast. Bernicia, a leading 
affordable housing provider in the region, is building 
nine new energy efficient dwellings at Seahouses in 
Northumberland intended for local people, including some 
who had been residents in the old properties. 

Presmac from Newcastle-upon-Tyne is the mechanical 
services contractor responsible for the design and 
installation of the heating systems, including Mitsubishi 
Ecodan QUHZ-W40VA heat pump with Mitsubishi 
EHPT20Q- VM2EA hot water thermal store. and the easy 
to lay staple UFH system from Tailored Heat. Sharon 
Lake, Bernicia Programme Manager, said: “The original 
bungalows on the site were unsuitable for modern living, 
poorly insulated and reliant on oil-filled electric storage 
heaters which were very expensive to run.  The air source 
heat pump system with the underfloor heating was 
specified to take advantage of the opportunities new 
technologies offer to provide tenants with high quality 
new homes which are economic to run with low fuel bills.” 

The high specification of the nine new properties, including optimal insulation standards and the energy efficient, 
renewable heating package from Presmac and Tailored Heat, will offer residents continued comfort and affordable 
warmth.  www.tailoredheat.co.uk

TAILORED UFH AND AIR SOURCE SOLUTION FOR SEAHOUSES SOCIAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

Library Facility 
Open All Hours

Delivering a highly functional, 
yet stunning entrance solution to 
the Cochrane Building at Cardiff 
University, TORMAX was contracted 
by Ian Williams Ltd to install a 
combination of advanced automatic 
door systems. A single-leaf swing 
door leads into an internal lobby 
area that is formed using an 
elegant curved automatic sliding 

door. The entrance to the library is directly off this lobby, allowing staff and student access at all times, 
even when the main part of the building is closed off by securely locking the curved door. 

Both doors are powered by Swiss-designed, TORMAX iMotion operators, ensuring precise, whisper-
quiet opening and closing that is appropriate for an important study area such as this. Reliability 
is unsurpassed thanks to a unique design feature of iMotion door drives which negates the need 
for parts that often wear out, such as gears and brushes, considerably reducing maintenance 
requirements and unscheduled down-time.

The 6,200m² BREEAM ‘Excellent’ building has been named in honour of Dr Archie Cochrane and 
provides first-class teaching facilities for future doctors, nurses and healthcare professionals. Out-of-
hours, the curved automatic door can be securely locked, restricting access to the Cochrane Building. 
Students can make use of the library 24/7 as it remains accessible at all time from the entrance 
lobby. This TORMAX entrance solution creates a substantial opening width that encourages the free 
flow of foot traffic and welcomes less-able users into the Cochrane Building. The curved sliding door 
is powered by the iMotion 2202 door drive whilst the swing door is fitted with the iMotion 1201 
operator. 

AC motor technology combines with a state-of-the-art microprocessor control system to ensure 
permanent monitoring of the movements of both doors, making automatic adjustments as necessary 
to maximise performance. As well as being certified for rescue and escape routes, an electro-
mechanical locking mechanism ensures a high level of security protection.  www.tormax.co.uk
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Kalwall ® translucent cladding, exclusively available in the UK and Ireland 
from Structura UK Ltd,has been used for a clever retractable roof system at 
Club One in Maryland, USA. Kalwall and its subsidiary, Structures Unlimited, 
worked with SEI Architects to engineer at 40 x 25 metre enclosure for Club 
One’s aquatic centre comprising six-lane swimming pool, warm water leisure/
therapy pool and a kid’s pool with slide and beach entry.

The pre-engineered aluminium frame pool enclosure system features 
a Kalwall translucent panel roof system with two unique openable roof 
systems. The retractable roof systems help create an atmosphere that allows 
the facility to be operated as an outdoor pool in spring, summer and
autumn and as an indoor pool in winter months. 

With diffused natural daylight and resistance to solar gain, coupled with 
significant reduction in ventilation, cooling and dehumidification energy 
costs, energy-consuming artificial lighting and air-conditioning costs are 
dramatically reduced. The lightweight system also reduces the need for 
supporting structures maximising the usable space while offering the highest 
protection in terms of wind-borne debris and resistance to impact, abrasion 
and point loads. Kalwall’s insulation properties mean ‘U’ Values of up to 0.28 
W/m2K can be achieved. This is as energy efficient as a normal cavity wall 
and four times better than insulated glass units. 

The strong and lightweight panels feature a colour stable, UV resistant and 
self-cleaning surface, meaning the additional cost of ongoing maintenance 
is kept to a minimum. Kalwall is a popular choice for swimming pools and 
leisure installations and offers many advantages over traditional glazing. 
The unique ability to transmit large amounts of usable light with relatively 
low levels of solar heat gain means less radiant energy transmitted and this, 
coupled with diffusion, does away with the hot spots and glare. 

Glare on a swimming pool surface is a common concern with dazzling rippled 
sunlight bouncing off the surface which can cause discomfort to swimmers. 
In addition, it can be a serious safety concern as lifeguards can struggle to 
see swimmers should they be in need of assistance. 
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall.

Retractable Kalwall Allows Open Air Swimming

High performance Magply boards have been 
selected as the substrate for a bright white 
silicone render system, used as a striking 
finish to a single-storey, modularised domestic 
property on a greenfield site in Kent. The new 
home, built on land at Dartford, takes the form 
of a two-bedroom bungalow with spacious 
living accommodation, beneath a low pitch roof 
structure. The timber frame modules, which 
form the core of the dwelling, have been unified 
behind an outer sheathing of 12mm Magply, 
fixed over a batten cavity, with the multi-

layer K-Rend proprietary render system having been applied by 
specialist sub-contractor Fullers Plastering. Despite offering good 
adhesion for the decorative render system, Magply boards are very 
moisture stable thanks to their modified MgO formulation that also 
represents an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional 
plywood or OSB sheets. The production process keeps the chlorine 
content to just 0.01 % , enhancing long-term durability. Magply 
boards carry a variety of internationally recognised accreditations 
including the recent award of a BDA Agrement certificate, 
confirming their fitness for new build homes such as the one at 
Dartford.  www.magply.co.uk 

COUNCIL HEADS TO THE TOILET TO IMPROVE 
TOWN APPEAL AND ACCESSIBILITY

Tamworth Borough Council is utilising the latest toilet 
technology to deliver enhanced facilities for everyone 
who lives in, or visit, the town. The main block of unisex 
cubicles in the grounds of historic Tamworth Castle 
now uses advanced technology to enable them to be 
remotely controllable so that availability meets demand, 
including into the evening, rather than limited by 
seasonal opening hours. 
Baby change and conventional wheelchair-accessible 
toilets are also included in the scheme. Alongside, an 
assisted accessible toilet- aka a Changing Places toilet- 
features a Closomat Palma Vita wash & dry/ smart toilet.  
Automatically operated, the Closomat effectively washes 
and dries the user with no need to wipe with toilet paper, giving greater cleanliness and hygiene and- for those who need 
help - greater dignity and independence.  The whole project has been executed by smart public toilet provider Healthmatic 
who has in turn partnered with leading assisted accessible WC provider Closomat to create Tamworth’s first Changing Places 
toilet facility as part of the scheme.  
Under British Standards (BS8300:2018), it is best practice to provide a Changing Places toilet in addition to conventional 
accessible facilities in buildings where the public spend time. The Government is also reviewing making them an obligatory 
requirement in new buildings or major refurbishments.   www.closomat.co.uk 

Audiolink Makes Aico Carbon 
Monoxide Alarms The Only Choice 
For Exeter City Council

Exeter City 
Council is close 
to completing 
a major 
programme to 
install 6000 
Aico Ei208 
Lithium battery 

powered Carbon Monoxide Alarms across 
its properties, specified due to their unique 
AudioLINK data extraction technology. The 
Alarms have been installed into every 
room that has a gas appliance. The 
Ei208 is a quality, cost-effective Carbon 
Monoxide alarm which uses sealed in 10 
year life Lithium batteries to address the 
problem of battery removal by tenants. 
www.aico.co.uk 

Wraptite® Membrane Installed 
On Student Accommodation In 
Newcastle

Wraptite® airtightness membrane has been 
successfully installed on an impressive new 
luxury high-rise student accommodation 
project in Newcastle Upon Tyne. After in-
depth consultation and technical briefings, 
the A.Proctor Group’s Wraptite air barrier 
system was chosen. Wraptite offers a 
safer and simplified membrane system, 
conforms with the required Class B rating, 
and it provides a fully self-adhered vapour 
permeable air barrier certified by the 
BBA. The membrane bonds back to the 
substrate, ensuring a simplified design to 
achieve airtightness and easy installation 
method.  www.proctorgroup.com

MAGPLY SHINES AS RENDER BACKER 
FOR ONE-OFF DARTFORD BUNGALOW 
DEVELOPMENT
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Decorative specialists Armourcoat have provided the finishing 
touches to The Soak, a new bar and restaurant next to 
London’s Victoria Station, with an all-day menu that is built 
around signature soaked flavours through fermenting, pickling, 
brining and steeping techniques. 

With interior design devised by a partnership between creative 
agency CAB and interior design studio MAS, the grade II listed 
building retains many original features including a carved 
leaf design which is now incorporated into the bar interior. 
Armourcoat’s Koncrete polished plaster finish is used to great 
effect on the bar front with recessed logo. 

Koncrete is an urban range of polished plaster colours and 
finishes designed for contemporary projects. The range offers 
a wealth of design options to achieve a distinctive modern look 
including distressed effects or recessed ‘shutter’ markings. 
Outside the building, Armourcoat PPX has been used to repeat 
the restaurant logo design. PPX is a low maintenance, durable 
external limestone render system that can create  stunning 
honed and textured stone-like finishes for both new build and 
renovation projects.  www.armourcoat.com 
Photography: © Franklin & Franklin

Armourcoat's Polished Finish 
At The Soak A high specification security 

window that also respects 
the external appearance of 
heritage and historic buildings 
has been launched by Crittall 
Fendor.  
The SwingVent Heritage 
window acknowledges the 
fact that many NHS and 
private healthcare providers 
occupy buildings that were 
designed and built in the 
Victorian era. 
In many cases these beautiful buildings are listed and altering or upgrading them so as to meet modern care requirements is 
challenging as local planners retain strict control on matters concerning external appearance. However, where the medical facility 
is one caring for people with mental health problems the windows need to be both extra safe and secure. Crittall Fendor has 
combined the qualities of the thermally broken steel framed T60 window specified extensively on heritage buildings with their very 
successful SwingVent. 
The T60 provides a traditional steel window external appearance while the inner SwingVent window presents the full range of 
special safety and security features. These include an anti-ligature flush internal frame so as to help prevent attempts at self-harm. 
The slim steel frame maximises natural light and ventilation and double, triple, security grade, solar or acoustic glazing can be 
fitted depending on requirements.   www.crittall-windows.co.uk/specialist/healthcare/

Safe And 
Secure 
Windows 
With 
Heritage 
Appeal
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Great attention to detailing, using high quality materials and finishes
on all our custom and standard suspension systems produced in our 
UK factory. Call for brochures or to discuss your current or future projects.

Suspension Systems designed & manufactured by Shopkit

Rod SystemsCable Systems Custom Metalwork

Exterior Installations Standard & Custom Suspension Systems

Cabinets, Shelving & Lighting Trackit Suspension SystemPanel Fixings
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